Abstract. Bone fracture is an injury not uncommon to everyday life. Most of the time, it leaves permanent damage and a long period of recovery. This situation can be prevented if we understand the mechanics and the process of the bone fracture. This study aim is to evaluate stress shielding induced by crack interaction using a simple model based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). This simulation based on the determination of the Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) and the changes of stress shielding in different crack interval towards the human phalanx bone. Numerical simulation had been carried out in this project to understand the stress shielding induced by crack interaction. The results revealed that the interaction of two cracks is directly proportional to the SIF magnitude and interaction factor at the crack tips. The parallel cracks have experienced increasing shielding effect as the crack interval increase. The crack interaction limit (CIL) and crack unification limit (CUL) also had been accomplished for every range of crack interval in this project. Several improvements will be conducted for future development of this study, including various stresses loading subjected to the model, porous element added in the model, different planes of the model and use various methods in calculating the stress intensity factor (SIF).
Introduction
Fracture bone can occur in all parts of human skeletal cortical bone including phalanx bones of finger bone. Fingers allow us to perform specialized function such as grasping a pen or manipulating small objects in our palm. This fracture bone seemingly insignificant among us, but it may lead to fine motor dysfunction and chronic problem [1] . Thus, the injury may not only limit the functionality of a finger's usefulness in activities of daily living. Fracture of finger bone can be categorized into malunion, nonunion and posttraumatic osteoarthritis [2] . The fracture phenomena in cortical bone are accompanied by formation of microcrack or microcracks accumulation [3] . The objective of this study is to find the value of Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) on a human phalanx of finger bone within the variation of crack interval. This study required the use of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) for further analysis on the fracture behavior of double parallel edge cracks in phalanx bone. The two dimensional model will be constructed and the crack interval on a human phalanx of finger bone will be altered using ANSYS software.
Analytical model and procedure
The methodology of this study includes the model construction and development of the human phalanx bone finite analysis using the computational method. [4] .
Next, the area plot was performed on 2-D model. The areas of 2-D model were meshed with a suitable size of meshing. After that, the whole plate of model was subjected to static uniaxial (Mode I) loading of magnitude 100 N. Analysis was conducted to find out the Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) at crack tips. Lastly, validation step was conducted by comparing results from previous results.
Results from this study include Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) and crack interaction factor. The analytical formulation can be expressed as
while analytical single edge crack SIF reference by Brown & Srawley [5] , ( 
Results and Discussion
There are three sections in this part. First section discussed on the numerical modeling validation for single edge crack. Mode I and Mode II fracture behavior were being discussed in the second section, whereas comparison between crack interaction factor and analytical data were discussed in the last section Numerical modeling had been used in validating the single edge crack by comparing them with analytical single edge crack SIF as proposed by Brown & Srawley [5] . Generally, both analytical and experimental values show increases of Mode I SIF as increasing of crack-to-width ratio, a/w. Fig.2 and Fig.3 γ . Overall, it can be seen that interaction factor directly proportional with a/w; the a/w increases, the crack interaction factor increases and vice versa. The
prediction line is compared with the predicted result of single edge crack ,
I BS
γ . The point of intersection can be observed in this study for all the b values. For ranges b = 14 -16, the minimum or error differences is about 0.304% to 0.504%. While, the maximum of error differences within these ranges is about 2.896% to 0.531%.
Based on error differences, the trends are closer converging towards the predicted result of single edge crack ,
γ . There is a crack interaction limit (CIL) and crack unification limit (CUL) at these ranges of b values as there is an intersection point at the lowest value of a/w and the highest value of a/w. The double edge crack is about to equivalent to single edge crack at crack interval, b = 16. The trends agree with theoretical finite body trends as presented by Brown & Srawley. 
Conclusion
In present work, the objective is to gain the value of Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) in numerical simulation based on the shielding stress caused by parallel edge crack interaction in human phalanx bone. The results of this study provide much significant information for understanding the shielding effect which will mainly occur in parallel edge cracks of finite body. The finite element results revealed the interaction of two cracks is directly proportional to the SIF magnitude and interaction factor I γ at the crack tips. The parallel cracks have experienced increasing shielding effect as the crack interval, b increase. The crack interaction limit (CIL) and crack unification limit (CUL) had been accomplished for every range of b in this study. The Mode I of SIF is more significant than Mode II of SIF in higher or lower crack interval, b and crack-to-width ratio, a/w. Therefore, the Mode II of SIF can be neglected due to its small magnitude of stress shielding effect. Lastly, the corresponding numerical computational results of crack propagation have been attained and verified using theoretical results proposed by Brown & Srawley's theory [5] . 
